Elections Board Meeting Minutes
Thursday, April 2nd at 12:30pm
ZOOM

Election board members
Commissioner Tatiana Arevalo
Deputy Commissioner Teyona Byers
Geyris Batista
Katerina Geisler
Rachel Rodrigues
Brian wolfson
Paul Wright
Roll call
Tatiana Arevalo: present
Teyona Byers: present
Geyris Batista: present
Katerina Geisler: present
Rachel Rodrigues: present
Brian Wolfson: present
Paul Wright: present

12:33PM

-Alexandra valdes 04/01 4:50pm
  -Move to voting Wright
    Rodrigues seconds
  Tatiana Arevalo: yes
  Teyona Byers: yes
  Geyris Batista: yes
  Katerina Geisler: yes
  Rachel Rodrigues: yes
  Brian Wolfson: yes
  Paul Wright: yes
  7 Yes 0 no 0 abstentions
  It will pass to deliberation
  12:39pm

-Alexandra valdes 4/01 4:45
  -Move to voting Batista
    Wright seconds
  Tatiana Arevalo: yes
  Teyona Byers: no
  Geyris Batista: no
  Katerina Geisler: no
  Rachel Rodrigues: no
  Brian Wolfson: no
  Paul Wright: yes
  2 Yes 5 no 0 abstentions
It will not pass 12:40

-Alexandra valdes 04/01 5:02pm
   -Move to voting Arevalo
       Byers Seconds
   Tatiana Arevalo: yes
   Teyona Byers: yes
   Geyris Batista: yes
   Katerina Geisler: yes
   Rachel Rodrigues: yes
   Brian Wolfson: yes
   Paul Wright: yes
   7 Yes 0 no 0 abstentions
   It passes 12:49pm

Alexandra valdes 4/1 5:03pm
   -Move to voting Arevalo
       wright Seconds
   Tatiana Arevalo: yes
   Teyona Byers: yes
   Geyris Batista: yes
   Katerina Geisler: yes
   Rachel Rodrigues: yes
   Brian Wolfson: yes
   Paul Wright: yes
   7 Yes 0 no 0 abstentions
   It passes at 1:02pm

Alexandra valdes 4/2 12:37pm
   -Move to voting Arevalo
       Geyris Seconds
   Tatiana Arevalo: yes
   Teyona Byers: yes
   Geyris Batista: yes
   Katerina Geisler: yes
   Rachel Rodrigues: yes
   Brian Wolfson: yes
   Paul Wright: yes
7 Yes 0 no 0 abstentions
It passes at 1:10 pm

1:10 there were no other writs where filed moved to a discussion

Meeting ended at 1:15

Started meeting again at 1:42

Deliberation to record our deliberation and post them on the SGA website when done

Tatiana Arevalo: yes
Teyona Byers: yes
Geyris Batista: yes
Katerina Geisler: yes
Rachel Rodrigues: yes
Brian Wolfson: yes
Paul Wright: yes
7 Yes 0 no 0 abstentions
It passes at 1:43